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Generative AI-Driven Cloud Security for AWS  
with Orca Security & Amazon Bedrock
Orca Security’s AI, generative AI, and LLM capabilities serve as  
a ‘security co-pilot’ to simplify cloud security operations

The challenge
While short-staffed cloud security teams receive hundreds of alerts each day that require investigation, 

remediation, and response, they often have to rely on cloud security tools that are challenging to 

operationalize. This can result in burnout and turnover with cloud security falling behind and the potential of 

critical alerts being missed. 

How Orca’s generative AI-driven cloud security helps
Orca is at the forefront of leveraging AI, generative AI, and LLMs to augment cloud security operations. Orca’s 

AI-Driven Cloud Security Platform lowers required skill thresholds, simplifies tasks, accelerates remediation, 

and uses AI to calculate optimal cloud configurations, thus dramatically alleviating daily workloads and 

burnout, and significantly improving cloud security posture.

Orca alerts on an overprivileged IAM Role and provides ready-to-use AI-generated remediation code
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Connect your first cloud account in minutes  
See why so many Orca customers rave about our platform. 
Visit orca.security/demo

Accelerate remediation  
with Orca and Amazon Bedrock 
Orca leverages Amazon Bedrock to deliver turnkey remedia-

tions for each cloud risk that the Orca platform detects. Orca 

feeds the cloud security alert data to Amazon Bedrock, includ-

ing information about the risk and its contextual environment 

such as affected assets, attack vectors, and potential impact. 

Amazon Bedrock then generates instructions and code that 

can be followed in the console or copied and pasted into a 

command line interface or Infrastructure as Code (IaC) provi-

sioning tool. To ensure privacy, all requests to Amazon Bedrock 

are anonymized, and any sensitive information is removed or 

masked before submitting.

Supercharge your cloud security operations with Orca
 ✓ Help your security team increase productivity, reduce burnout, and improve cloud security.

 ✓ Allow teams across the organization, regardless of their skill level, to benefit from Orca’s cloud  

insights and improve decision making. 

 ✓ Simplify and accelerate responding to zero-day risks, performing audits, optimizing cloud  

assets, and understanding exposure to threats.

About the Orca Platform
The Orca Cloud Security Platform is trusted by hundreds of organizations and identifies, prioritizes, and remediates risks 

and compliance issues across your AWS cloud estate - without requiring a single agent. Orca deploys in minutes, and de-

tects vulnerabilities, malware, misconfigurations, lateral movement, API risks, sensitive data at risk, anomalous events and 

behaviors, overly permissive identities, and more. 

Orca Security is available on AWS Marketplace. Learn more at https://orca.security.
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